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Abstract— This paper presents a follow-up to a previous
user-study that considered the participants’ acknowledgment
of feedback from a robot, to which they had to demonstrate
the task of laying a table. The question was if (and how) they
modified their teaching instructions when the robot stated a
misunderstanding, and whether they remained consistent for
the rest of the sub-tasks.

In the current study, the robot’s response is more complex, in
order to expound what the participant just demonstrated. The
robot would adopt an object localization style (either absolute
or relative referencing) for the different tasks in the session and
understand a demonstration only it was given in that style. The
question here is if the participants, based on the robot’s (either
correct or false) feedback, are able to resolve any possible
misunderstandings by adapting their own instruction style.

As only some initial sessions have been conducted at this
point, the paper focuses on the design and methodology and
gives some preliminary results.

I. INTRODUCTION

As robots integrate into human society and domes-
tic/public environments (in contrast to industrial/factory en-
vironments), they can be expected to behave more like
‘companions’, i.e. a) make themselves ‘useful’ (being able
to carry out a variety of tasks in order to assist humans
in domestic home environments), and b) behave socially
(possess social skills in order to be able to interact with
people in a socially acceptable manner). Such robots should
take into consideration individual human likes, dislikes and
preferences in order to adapt their behaviour accordingly.

Thus, issues of agency, believability and sociality become
very important [1]. Humans have expectations about the way
artifacts should react and perform in social situations and the
design of robots needs to conform to some of these expecta-
tions. The design of such sociable robots needs input from re-
search concerning social learning and imitation, gesture and
natural language communication, emotion and recognition
of interaction patterns [2]. Moreover, Fong, Nourbakhsh and
Dautenhahn [2] also suggest that the following three primary
types of dialogue are crucial to foster the robots’ abilities
to interact with humans: low level interaction mechanisms,
non-verbal communication, and natural language.

Our broader research goal is investigating social learning
in HRI and as part of this, how people explain routine
home tasks to robots and how these human-robot interactions
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unfold by using speech and gestures. Using that as a starting
point, we want to examine the possible role of feedback
by a robot acknowledging (or stating failure to understand)
the instructions of a human teacher. Are people willing to
accept the robot’s requests regarding the way a task can be
performed? What form should these requests take? This role
would need to be systematically investigated, and examine
how if affects the cycle of human-robot interactions.

We would like to also highlight the dialogic nature of
the problem and try to consider two perspectives: a) hu-
man perspective – how people do teaching (more-or-less)
naturally and b) system perspective – how can hardware
and sensor requirements be met and extensive (or even
impossible) assumptions/pre-knowledge about the world be
addressed. By examining the human perspective, we can
better inform the system perspective; this line of research
will enable researchers to design robots that can pick “close
enough initial metrics of similarity” depending on context,
kick-starting the robot’s understanding of taught instructions
and process of common ground negotiation with the human.

We have been conducting a series of user studies in order
to understand how people naturally demonstrate some ’basic’
home tasks to a robot. Up to the present, our overall strategy
in addressing this problem has taken a step-by-step approach:
we chose to introduce small changes (reaction/actions of the
robot towards the human demonstration) from one study to
the next whilst maintaining the overall experimental instruc-
tion requests to the human participants. For a discussion of
three lines of research (observed human behaviour, formal
metrics and implemented technical solutions) related to the
issue of helping robots imitate people, please see [3].

More specifically, in the user studies described here, we
highlight the nature of human demonstrations of a specific
routine home task: how to lay a table. This particular task
was chosen because, while relatively simple and familiar
to most people, the number of tableware involved, their
order and their possible configurations on the table can vary
depending on personal preferences.

Note that due to technological issues (current state-of-
the-art robots are not yet able to detect and understand
unrestrained behaviour by humans), plus the fact that in
the previous study the robot did not need to detect or
respond to the actual participant’s behaviour (as responses
were predetermined), in all studies presented here the robots
were not autonomous, but controlled using the Wizard-of-Oz
methodology (cf. [4]).

The paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly
presents the previous user-study and summarizes its results,



which informed the design methodology for the current
study, in turn presented in section III. Section IV presents
some initial observations from the current study, while sec-
tion V discusses some lessons learned from the initial trials
and offers some possible future work directions.

II. PREVIOUS STUDY

A. Research Questions

The current study is a follow-up from the study presented
in [5], which examined the acknowledgment and response
to the robot’s feedback on the participant’s demonstration of
a everyday simple task. There were four research questions,
namely:

Q1 Do the human participants change their instruc-
tion(s) when the robot provides negative feedback (i.e.
declares inability to understand the participant’s ges-
tures and/or speech)?
Q2 What is the nature of the change of the instructions
(if any)?
Q3 To what extent do people maintain the changes for
the remaining of the teaching task?
Q4 Does the nature of the task to be taught (both known,
but one not so frequently practiced by the participants)
have any influence on the above questions?

B. Design and Methodology

Like in the current study, the laying of a table was used
as the task, with two variations – using Japanese, and ‘non-
Japanese’ eating utensils. The task was naturally decomposed
into four sub-tasks, by asking the participants to demonstrate
using only a single object at a time. The methodology is
shown in Fig. 1. The robot would provide ‘positive’ feedback
to the participant’s instructions after the first, third and fourth
sub-task demonstration, by nodding its head and saying “I
do understand”. However, irrespectively to what the second
sub-task demonstration would be, the robot would tilt its
head sideways and say “Sorry, I do not understand”, thus
giving ‘negative’ feedback. If the participant chose to repeat
or modify their second demonstration, the feedback would
then revert to ‘positive’ for that sub-task.

C. Summary of Results

One of the main motivations for the previous user-study
was to confirm whether the initial observations of another
study presented in [6], on the participant’s acknowledgment
of the robot’s feedback, were valid in a Japanese cultural
setting (also, using a humanoid1 robot), and inform follow-
up studies like the current one.

All2 of the previous study’s participants did acknowledge
the robot’s feedback on their demonstration of teaching the
task of laying a table (Q1); they appreciated the positive feed-
back, but most importantly they responded to the negative

1In the [6] study, a robot of mechanistic appearance (PeopleBot, Mo-
bileRobots Inc.) was used.

2But this is not always true; e.g. in the [6] study a single participant chose
to completely ignore the robot’s feedback. More study is needed regarding
this hypothesis in general.

Fig. 1. Previous user-study methodology. During the participant’s
demonstration of the task, the robot would give positive feedback on the
first, third and fourth instruction, but would initially (reverting back to
positive if the participant clarified or repeated their demonstration) state
to not understand the second one. Figure originally from [5].

feedback as well, by attempting to clarify their demonstra-
tion. Unfortunately, the participants used very few distinct
deictic gestures,3 and, as the negative feedback was not very
informative about the cause of the misunderstanding, the
majority assumed that e.g. they had to speak louder, so they
did not greatly modify their demonstrations (Q2). However,
in the few cases they did (change the object localization),
they remained consistent for the rest of the task (Q3) by
keeping the same style of object localization (‘absolute’ or
‘relative’) – this observation was more promising than the
findings of the [6] study. Concerning the influence of task
familiarity on the current task teaching (Q4), there were no
clear results from the previous study, but the participants
added details about the object’s intended use and function in
their verbal instructions for the Japanese utensils only.

III. CURRENT STUDY

A. Research Question

Encouraged by the results of the previous study, and
acknowledging that the feedback provided by the robot was
too vague for the participants to understand the precise nature
of the problem and attempt to address it, the main research
question of the current study is the following:

Are human participants willing to change their
instructions accordingly if the robot is able to un-
derstand only a specific way of object localization?

Here, we consider and define the following two types of
object localization:

• Absolute reference – No relation to reference points
(other task objects, environmental landmarks) is given
or implied e.g. by pointing gestures. A typical example
would be “[This object] should be placed here” (which
can be accompanied by a deictic gesture to the final
destination). Alternatively, no verbal instructions at all
are given, and the object is simply transported and
placed at its intended location.

3This unexpected low count on deictic gestures was also observed in a
number of related previous studies [6, 7].



• Relative reference – The relation to other task objects
(or environmental landmarks) is given, possibly com-
bined with pointing gestures.

B. Imitation Metrics

The above two object localization types are related to
effect metrics4 [8], which are part of a formal framework
for imitation in adaptive systems.

Considering the agent-based perspective on imitation (cf.
[9]), metrics can be used both for the problem of how
to evaluate the reproduction but also for considering the
problem of what [information is transmitted by teaching].
In the first case, using a particular metric defines what
we mean by “similar” in that context. In the second case,
an imitator/student needs to determine what aspect of the
model/teacher’s demonstration is important (and therefore
constitutes the task knowledge). Examples, possibly multiple
(and not contradicting), provided by the teacher in a way that
minimise only a small set of metrics, can help define what
is important.

Other interrelated problems include who [to imitate], when
[to imitate] and how [to reproduce the task], but they are
outside the scope of the current work and are here considered
given.

Although useful for analysis from the “system perspec-
tive”, this research on imitation and social learning can not
directly lead to a ‘natural’ HRI interface; we believe that
the robot should be like a “black box”, with no need for the
interacting human to know details about the hardware and the
inner data representations and structures. To that extent, we
introduced more informative feedback on the current study,
to examine whether the participants can adapt to the robot’s
chosen style (dealing with either absolute or relative metrics),
one that is implicitly expressed by its gestures and speech
during the confirmation of the just observed demonstration,
rather than explicitly by identifying the metric in technical
terms.

C. Experimental Setup

The current user-study initial sessions were conducted at
the Miyake Lab, Tokyo Institute of Technology, in Japan.

The initial sample5 consisted of 5 native Japanese partic-
ipants (all female), all of them university students in their
early twenties. None of them had any computer science or
robotics background, however all of them had interacted
previously with the same robot, in an unrelated study that
did not include elements of teaching or social interaction
like the current one. Therefore, in a sense, they could be
considered ‘naive’ in respect to their expectations of a robot
behaving in a social manner.

Each session consisted of a participant teaching the hu-
manoid communication robot Wakamaru (Mitsubishi Heavy

4Effects are here defined as changes of positions, orientations and states
of external objects, but also changes to the body-world relationship of the
agent.

5The complete sample, results from which are not presented here,
consisted of 20 participants.

Fig. 2. Current user-study setup (side, front). As Wakamaru is only 1m
tall, a base was used to allow the robot to reach the setting table. The side
table, where the utensils were initially placed, is off-camera (in front of the
robot).

Industries) the everyday domestic task of laying a table. The
robot and the setup can be seen in Fig. 2. This time, unlike
the previous study, we did not include a non-Japanese task
variation, therefore the utensil objects in all cases were a
plate, a bowl, a cup and chopsticks. They were set on a
side-table, from which they should be picked up by the
participants and placed on another table, in front of the
robot. A video camera was used to capture the participant’s
demonstrations and interaction with the robot.

D. Design

Informed by the results and post-session participant inter-
views from the previous study, the robot’s feedback increased
in complexity, both verbally and in terms of gestures, in order
to ‘advertise’ its understanding capabilities.

The robot would also actively regulate the interaction with
a variety of interactional gestures6, including welcoming the
participants at the beginning and thanking them at the end
of each task.

Each sub-task was effectively composed of two stages: the
participant’s demonstration and the robot’s feedback.

The robot would initiate every demonstration: “[Saisho
no/tsugi no] shokki wo douzo 〈The [first/next] dish, please〉”
or, if a repetition of the same sub-task was needed, “Mou
ichido shokki wo misete kudasai 〈Please do that again〉”.

During the demonstration, every time the participant fin-
ished a sentence, the robot would nod and say “Hai 〈Yes〉!”,
indicating attention and that the participant should continue
with their instructions. If there was a large pause after the
last spoken instruction, the robot would tilt its head sideways
and ask “Sore deii desu ka 〈Are you finished〉?”. Unless
the participant replied that they had more instructions, the
demonstration stage would finish, with the robot lowering
its head towards the table and saying “Kangaeteimasu 〈I am
thinking about it〉”. This last gesture on the part of the robot
would serve two purposes: give an impression that the robot
has to think and understand what it was shown, and give the
wizard enough time to construct the appropriate response for
the feedback.

6These are gestures used to regulate interaction with a partner, and can
be used to initiate, maintain, invite, synchronize, organize or terminate an
interaction behaviour between agents, e.g. head nodding, hand gestures to
encourage the communicator to continue (cf. [10]).



(a) neutral (b) right (c) middle (d) left

Fig. 3. Robot gestures: (a) neutral posture gazing at the participant during
the demonstration, (b) pointing and gazing to the right, (c) pointing to the
middle and gazing downwards, and (d) pointing and gazing to the left.

8>>>><>>>>:
object

o sara 〈plate〉
o wan 〈bowl〉

o chawan 〈cup〉
o hashi 〈chopsticks〉

9>>>>=>>>>; wo 〈the〉 kokoni 〈here〉 okitaii 〈place〉.

“The {object} should be placed here.”

8>>>><>>>>:
object

o sara 〈plate〉
o wan 〈bowl〉

o chawan 〈cup〉
o hashi 〈chopsticks〉

9>>>>=>>>>; wo 〈the〉

8>>>>><>>>>>:

relative object
o sara 〈plate〉
o wan 〈bowl〉

o chawan 〈cup〉
o hashi 〈chopsticks〉

Wakamaru

9>>>>>=>>>>>;

8>>>><>>>>:
reference

no migini 〈right of〉
no hidarini 〈left of〉
no maeni 〈before〉
no okuni 〈behind〉

9>>>>=>>>>; okitaii 〈place〉.

“The {object} should be placed {reference} to the {relative object}.”

Fig. 4. Robot feedback phrases. Depending on the object localization
type (top: absolute, bottom: relative), two sets of phrases can be used. In
combination with the gestures shown in Fig. 3, this allows the robot to
expound what it ‘understood’ from the demonstration, at the same time
‘advertising’ its congnitive capabilities.

The feedback stage consisted of the robot point to a table
location (see Fig. 3), verbally identify the current object and
suggest a object localization (see Fig. 4), followed by a
request for confirmation “Koreha tadashii desu ka 〈Is this
correct〉?”.

If the participant confirmed that it was correct and ac-
cepted the feedback, the robot would then ask for the next
object, otherwise it would ask for a repetition, reverting back
to the demonstration stage. There was also an option to repeat
the feedback, in case the participants wished to observe the
robot’s understanding of their demonstration again.

Compared to the simplistic statement of understanding (or
not) of the demonstration given as feedback in the previous
study, in the current study the robot could give ‘correct’
or ‘wrong’ feedback in terms of the object localization;
the object itself would always be correctly identified. The
feedback could be either factually correct in the sense of
the robot pointing at the appropriate part of the table where
the object was placed and (in addition, in the case of relative
reference) providing a valid reference to an other, referencing
object, or wrong, with the robot pointing at a wrong part of
the table and/or giving a non-valid reference to an existing
object (or to the robot itself, if there are none yet on the
table).

If the participant responded that the feedback is not cor-
rect, the robot would ask them to repeat the demonstration; if
this was done beyond a certain number of times for the same
sub-task, the robot instead would say “Wakarimasen deshita
〈Sorry, I could not understand〉” and ask the participant to
proceed to the next object.

E. Procedure and Methodology

In each session, a participant, after completing a back-
ground questionnaire, was asked to demonstrate to the robot
how to lay the table three times.

In order to capture the most ‘natural’ responses and
behaviour by the participants, no specific instructions were
given to them as to how to interact with the robot, besides
the single restriction that they must only use one object at
the time (but in any order), and hold it using one hand.7 As
there were four objects to be used each time, each task was
decomposed to four ‘sub-tasks’.

The participants were told that their own performance was
not evaluated, that there was no right or wrong way to com-
plete each task, but instead we only wanted to evaluate the
robot’s learning capabilities. If they wanted, they could stop
the session at any time and still receive full compensation. As
reason for repeating the same task three times they were told
that we wanted to try different ‘learning algorithms’ with the
robot, and that they could change their own demonstration
order and layout, if they wanted, each time.

After the completion of each task, they were asked to
evaluate their interaction experience with the robot, and
recall what happed in their own words, in a brief semi-
structured interview.

During each demonstration, the wizard would classify
the participant’s localization (according to the definitions in
section III-A) and control the robot’s feedback as follows:

• During the first task, the robot would always give
‘correct’ feedback, using the same object localization
style as the one used by the participant at each sub-task
demonstration.

• During the second task, the robot would adopt the
style most frequently used by the participant during the
first task, and would only give correct feedback if the
participant also used the same localization style at each
sub-task demonstration.

• During the third task, the robot would adopt the re-
maining (other) localization type, and would only give
correct feedback if the participant also used the same
localization style at each sub-task demonstration.

The assumption was that during the first task the par-
ticipants would familiarize themselves with the teaching
interaction, and the robot’s behaviour. Even if they used a
mix of localization types during the first task, they shouldn’t
encounter many problems during the second task. However,
during the third task, given the robot’s insistence for the less
frequently used localization type, they would have to modify
their instructions. Therefore, there would be an increasing
degree of difficulty for the participants, in terms of reaching
a common ground with the robot, in order to sucessfully
transmit the task knowledge.

7These restrictions were based on actual technical restrictions of existing
object tracking and recognition systems.



IV. INITIAL OBSERVATIONS

The initial sample of five participants presented here is too
small to offer any definitive answer to the research question,
so we only provide some initial observations.

A. General Observations

The first general observation is that the participants were
favourable to the interaction style with the robot; even if they
were initially uncertain during the first task, in the second and
third tasks they had become accustomed and adapted to the
demonstration-feedback cycle of each sub-task, as regulated
by the robot.

All participants were also favourable of the robot’s feed-
back, and in some cases it was able to successfully advertise
its understanding capabilities to them; in their interviews,
some participants mentioned taking cues from the feedback
phrase considering how they should modify their demonstra-
tions.

The participants that did not adapt to the robot’s pre-
ferred localization type were however persistent in trying to
clarify the misunderstood demonstrations, especially during
the third task; although feeling frustrated (according to their
interviews) they did not abandon any sub-task before the
robot, after five failed demonstrations, urged them to proceed
to the next one.

Finally, participants in a few cases considered factually
correct feedback to be false, or false feedback to be correct.
This highlights the importance of constructing the feedback
in such a way as to accurately represent what was understood
by the robot, while remaining informative for the participant.

B. Summary of Individual Sessions

Participant1 used only relative localization (using the
robot as the relative object on the first sub-tasks) throughout.
Therefore, the only missunderstandings were encountered
during the third task. In the third task, although the robot
always gave false feedback (using absolute object localiza-
tion), the participant accepted it as correct in the first and
third sub-tasks. She also accepted a false feedback as correct
in the second sub-task, but after four failed demonstrations.
For the fourth sub-task, the five demonstrations limit was
exceeded, and the task was ended by the robot.

Participant2 used mostly relative localization during in
the first task, and only relative localization during the second
task. Interestingly, during the first task, she did not accept
the [factually correct] feedback for the second sub-task twice
in a row, before finally accepting it the third time. During
the third task, she always used relative localization, and the
five demonstrations limit was exceeded in all four sub-tasks.

Participant3 used only relative localization during the first
and second task, but then immediately (before the initial
feedback by the robot) changed to absolute localization for
the entire third task, unknowingly mirroring the methodology
choice of localization type, resulting in no false feedback
cases. Regarding this unexpected event, during the post-
session interview she stated that after being satisfied that the
robot could understand the (from her point of view, ‘easier’)

Participant 1

Inaccessible

Rigid

Unfriendly

Lonely

Mechanical

Unfavorable

Quiet

Passive

Unintelligent

Dull

Dislikeable

Boring

Simple

Unhappy

Cruel

Vague

Dangerous

Unpleasent

Ugly

Selfish

Agitated

Delicate

Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5

Accessible

Frank

Friendly

Cheerful

Human−like

Favorable

Showy

Active

Intelligent

Exciting

Likeable

Interesting

Complex

Happy

Kind

Distinct

Safe

Pleasent

Pretty

Altruistic

Calm

Robust

Fig. 5. Interaction experience scores. Shown are the 5-point Likert scale
scores from each participant for the 22 semantic differential (SD) factors that
were considered relevant to the current study. The participants were asked to
give their scores after completing each teaching task. Squares indicate that
the same score was given for all three tasks. The trajectory of the arrows
indicate score changes between the first and second task (first horizontal line
segment), and/or second and third task (second horizontal line segment).
Vertical transitions indicate the score of the second task if the score of
either the first or the third task was different. Absence of a first or second
horizontal line segment indicate the same score for first and second, or
second and third task, respectively.

localization in the first two tasks, she wanted to experiment
if the robot could also understand the (‘more difficult’) way
of localization by simply stating “here”, and using “this”
instead of each utensil’s name.

Participant4 used mostly relative localization during the
first task, and only relative localization during the second
task. During the third task, she accepted the false feed-
back for the first and second sub-tasks; in her post-session
interview she stated she was uncertain whether they were
correct or not. For both the third and fourth sub-tasks, she
initially used relative localization, but immediately changed
to absolute when repeating the demonstration.

Participant5 in contrast to all other participants, used
absolute localization during the first and second tasks. During
the third task, she changed from absolute to relative in
the third demonstration for the first sub-task, then in the
second demonstration for the second and third sub-tasks, and
finally immediately for the fourth sub-task demonstration.
In her post-session interview she stated that she noted the
change of the robot’s response phrase (that now included
“left” or “right”, compared to previously only “here”) and
reasoned that this would be the way the robot also wanted
the instruction to be given in.

C. Interaction experience

Each participant’s impression of their interaction with the
robot, as it evolved after each subsequent task, can be seen
in Fig. 5 above; the context of the individual sessions as
summarized in the previous subsection should be also taken
into consideration. For each of the factors, a score more to
the right would be considered (in general) more favourable to



one more to the left, regarding desirable aspects of a socially-
interactive robot.

It can be seen that the overwhelming majority of the score
transitions between the first and second task, is from left to
right. This agrees with the hypothesis regarding the initial
degree of difficulty encountered, and it can be confirmed by
the post-session interviews that the participants felt positive
interacting with the robot, especially more so after the second
task. Accordingly, the score transitions between the second
and the third task, at which third task misunderstandings
always occured, depend on whether the participants success-
fully adapted their demonstrations.

Specifically, participants1&2 reverted their scores either
to the ones given after the first task, or further more to the
left. Participant3 scores remain to the right side throughout,
as she never came across any misunderstandings. Partici-
pant4 did eventually adapt to the robot’s localization type in
the third task, however she scored her interaction with some
strong transitions to the left. Participant5 remained mostly
consistent in her scoring for all tasks.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A. Lessons Learned

The initial results from the current study are promising,
however before conducting further sessions, some issues
were identified that might require some adjustments.

Compared to the previous study, the complexity of the
Wizard-of-Oz control system increased significantly, along
with the increased posibility of errors made on the part of
the wizard. In a few occassions, operational errors were made
e.g. wrong type of localization given in the feedback, or the
best possible choice of gesture and/or relative object was not
used.

Regarding the object localization types as defined in sec-
tion III-A, perhaps a ‘third type’ could be considered – when
a relation is explicitly given, but the relative object is implied
by context e.g. “in the middle” or “to the left side” are used,
without naming an object or landmark, or any clarifying
deictic gestures. One possibility would be for the robot to
demand clarification (e.g. “To the right of which object?”)
when encountering such ‘incomplete relative’ localization
during the demonstration stage.

Regarding the pointing gestures, the current range (left,
middle, right), although partly due to Wakamaru’s arm pos-
ture constrains, could be improved in term of resolution while
making sure they remain distinct – especially as gestures are
the most salient part of the absolute object localization.

Another, perhaps unavoidable, issue is that the relative is
more complex than the absolute object localization, both for
the wizard that has to construct a more elaborate feedback
phrase and for the participant who has to additionally con-
sider other referencing objects.

B. Future Work

Besides some improvements and adjustments based on
the issues mentioned above, a follow-up system should in
principle be more autonomous and less Wizard-of-Oz.

In particular, one aspect of interest is the response timing
of the feedback (time between the end of the participant’s
utterance and beginning of the robot’s utterance) which
could be controlled as a function of the duration of the
participant’s utterance (similar to the approach in [11, 12]).
The incorporation of such timing synchronization would
possibly facilitate a “co-creation” process [13], meaning the
co-emergence of real-time coordination by sharing subjective
time and space between different persons (and robots).
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